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Workshop Schedule/Topics
Day 1:

Introductions/IRB documents/Pre-assessment

Activity: Using models in astronomy - the sky and gravity

Activity: Colors and evolution of stars

Reflection on relations to teaching standards

Tour 2.1-m Otto Struve Telescope - research project on SIM 
PlanetQuest reference stars

Activity: Making and using a planisphere & observing list

Observing at Visitor Center

Day 2:
Review of observing session

Activity: Sirius A&B, a binary system

Activity: Assembling and using a spectrometer

Talk: Seth Redfield “RS CVn Stars and FUSE”

Reflection on relations to teaching standards

Activities: Experiments with UV lights, beads, detergents, etc.

Observing at Visitor Center

Day 3:
Review of observing session

Activity: Telescope Technology

Tour: Hobby-Eberly Telescope (George Damm and John Caldwell)

Demonstrations and live-viewing of sun with solar telescope

Reflection on relations to teaching standards

Tour 2.7-m Harlan J. Smith telescope - research project on extra-
solar planet search by Mike Endl

Cloud night Activity: telescope allocation committee (from What are 
Astronomers Doing? Project)

Activity: Astronomy at other wavelengths - infrared

Day 4:
Review of telescopes/instruments toured and used

Activity: Concept map

Reflection on relation to teaching standards

Post-assessment

Focus Group evaluation

Evaluation Results
Participants self-assessed their knowledge and skills in three areas related
to observing: basic astronomy, physical principles, and the telescope as a
machine. 

Scaling their responses (5 for expert to 1 for novice)

The largest changes came in the “telescope as a machine”

Science Standards: Their focus group responses indicated that they especially 
valued activities that met standards through inquiry methods and those that 
allowed for the collection and analyzing of data.

Teacher Needs:
•  Improving and expanding their own science content knowledge.
•  Different ways to explain and communicate concepts.
•  New ideas for instruction.
•  Science content standards-aligned activities for students.

Most useful activities
•  (end of workshop evaluation): UV light, spectroscopy, and optics.
•  (post-workshop evaluations) the activities involving the electromagnetic 

spectrum, especially the UV region, and telescopes.

Quotes:
•  These activities will help students understand and remember the concepts 

being taught and apply them to their everyday lives.
•  Makes all concepts of astronomy believable
•  This connects science to real; it answers the question, “Why do I need this?”

Personal Interactions:
•  Sharing with other teachers: (Quote) We found this to be one of the most 

valuable parts of the workshop. It was beneficial to see that teachers 
throughout the US are working with the same topics and often the same 
struggles in understanding of these topics.

•  With Astronomers: (Quote) The interactions with the astronomers made the 
workshops “reality”-based learning.

Use of NASA resources: Although all teachers reported using NASA resources 
prior to the workshop, the reported increasing the numbers and types of resourc-
es used following the workshop.

Primary Benefit of the workshop:
 60% reported in the categories of pedagogy and content knowledge.
 40% reported in categories of inspiration and motivation

Use of instructional materials:
 85% reported using or incorporating into their planning some of the instruc-

tional materials from the workshop.

The Workshop
•  Who - Fifteen secondary level teachers from California, Kentucky, 

Louisiana, Oklahoma, South Carolina, Texas, and Virginia
•  What - 4-day/3-night immersive experience at McDonald 

Observatory including instruction, activities, use of small tele-
scopes, research talks, and tours.

•  When - 10-13 July 2006

Workshop Evaluation
A multi-phased evaluation was needed to assess our success in meet-
ing the goals of providing effective instructional materials for teachers to 
use in their classrooms, to enhance their knowledge base, to immerse 
them in the life of an astronomer, and increase their interactions with 
astronomers and other teachers.

At the workshop:
•  Pre/post self-evaluation rubric on telescopes (locating celestial 

objects, basic physical principles, the telescope as a machine, the 
instrument). Selfgrades: novice/competent/expert.

•  Focus group questions on what the participants learned, connec-
tions to science standards, and what activities they planned to use 
in their instruction.

Post workshop:
•  On-line evaluation form on impact of the professional development 

workshop and use of the materials received.
•  Written form for videoconferences
•  Telephone interview with random sample of participants.

Post-workshop follow-up Activities:
•  Electronic mail sent concerning astronomy events/opportunities
•  Workshop presented at Texas State Science Teachers’ meeting to 

33 teachers
•  Videoconferences conducted with three participants and their classes.

Applications for 2007 FUSE sponsored workshop and others
are at http://mcdonaldobservatory.org/teachers/profdev

A workshop for secondary school science teachers was conducted at McDonald Observatory in July 2006. Participants performed activities involving spectros-
copy, sizes and colors of stars, solar activity, and binary star systems. They did classroom experiments to detect radiation in the ultraviolet, optical, and infrared 
regions of the electromagnetic spectrum. These topics were chosen to help them form a conceptual understanding of RS CVns (binary stars whose coronal activity 
is studied spectroscopically in the UV region by FUSE). Fifteen teachers from California, Kentucky, Louisiana, Oklahoma, South Carolina, Texas, and Virginia per-
formed these standards-aligned activities at the workshop in preparation for using them within their own classrooms. During three scheduled nights of observing, 
the participants became familiar with the night sky and the operation of small telescopes. The workshop included tours of other observatory facilities and time to 
reflect on their own teaching practices. Evaluation on the workshop and the use of the instructional materials is continuing. 
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UV sensitive beads
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Group picture with Mike Endl at the 2.7-m telescope catwalk


